Bilayered skin-substitute technology for the treatment of diabetic foot ulcers: current insights
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Abstract: The estimated prevalence of diabetes mellitus in New Zealand is 7%, and as in many other developed countries is a growing problem. One of the most common and costly complications, diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are chronic wounds that result when the phases of wound healing are disrupted or incomplete, resulting in wounds that persist for several months or even years. Despite standard-care therapy (ie, debridement, infection elimination, use of dressings, off-loading), the majority of DFUs remain unhealed, and it is thus appropriate to consider advanced therapies. One such therapy is a bioengineered bilayered living cellular construct (BLCC) comprised of living keratinocytes and fibroblasts. BLCC facilitates the delivery of a broad array of cytokines and growth factors often deficient in chronic nonhealing wounds, and in doing so reverses patients’ wounds from a chronic wound to an acute normally healing wound. BLCC has an important body of evidence to support its use in DFUs, including randomized clinical trials, a real-world comparative-effectiveness analysis, and health-economics data.
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Introduction

Based on the New Zealand’s Medicines Landscape: 2015 report, more than 257,000 New Zealanders have diabetes mellitus, and the number of people with diabetes grows by nearly 40 people each day. In a cross-sectional survey based on the 2008–2009 New Zealand Adult Nutrition Survey, the prevalence of diabetes was 7%. Diabetes is most common among Maori and Pacific Islanders: Maori are three times more likely to develop type 2 diabetes than non-Maori; they are also five times more likely to die from it. In Australia, diabetes resulted in over 500,000 hospital admissions (representing 8% of all admissions) and 12,000 deaths (representing 9% of all deaths) in 2004 alone. Diabetes contributes significantly to cardiovascular disease, and is the leading cause of kidney failure, blindness (in people aged under 60 years), and lower-limb amputations. Recent reports suggest that Australia has one of the worst rates of diabetes-related lower-limb amputations in a developed country, at nearly 20 per 100,000 people with diabetes.

Diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are chronic wounds that are common and costly complications of diabetes. In Australia, DFUs result in longer average length of hospital stay compared to all other diabetes-related complications (including cardiovascular disease and kidney disease) and can cost an estimated $16,700 per person annually. Patients with diabetes mellitus have a 15% lifetime risk of developing an DFU. Multiple risk factors contribute to developing DFUs, including diabetic
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peripheral neuropathy, peripheral vascular disease, poor glycemic control, foot deformity, high plantar pressure, infections, and inappropriate foot self-care habits. To date, most DFUs are caused by neuropathic, ischemic, or combined neuroischemic abnormalities. Standard management for DFUs consists of debridement, infection elimination, use of dressings, and off-loading. However, the majority of DFUs do not respond to standard care and remain unhealed.

For chronic, nonhealing ulcers, advanced therapies, such as skin-replacement therapies, should be considered, and their use is supported by the Wound Healing Society (WHS) published guidelines for the treatment of DFUs. One such therapy is a bilayered living cellular construct (BLCC; Apligraf; Organogenesis Inc, Canton, MA, USA), a bioengineered skin-substitute technology approved for the treatment of nonhealing DFUs and venous leg ulcers (VLUs). A BLCC is comprised of human neonatal keratinocytes and fibroblasts in an extracellular matrix (ECM) of bovine and human collagen and other ECM proteins. It was the first allogeneic cell-based product approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The product was approved as a class III premarket approval device, which requires the most stringent FDA review, including randomized controlled clinical trial data to support each indication. The purpose of this article is to review the normal wound-healing process; our current understanding of the underlying mechanisms that result in the “stalled” or nonhealing chronic nature of DFUs; current management guidelines for DFUs; and the role of an evidence base supporting the use of advanced therapy with a BLCC for the treatment of DFUs. The BLCC is currently the only bilayered skin-substitute technology available on the market, and is the focus of this review.

The normal wound-healing process

Wound healing is a complex, highly regulated process involving three overlapping series of events to restore tissue integrity and homeostasis: inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling. Along this continuum, multiple cell types (eg, fibroblasts, keratinocytes), signaling molecules (ie, cytokines and growth factors critical to coordinating cellular processes), and proteases (involved in ECM deposition and remodeling) are activated. Cytokines and growth factors are small polypeptides secreted by different cell types to modulate and coordinate cellular proliferation, differentiation, migration, and metabolism. Different cytokines and growth factors are upregulated depending on the phase of wound healing, and in fact studies have found reduced concentrations of these molecules in nonhealing wounds compared with acute healing wounds.

Upon acute injury to the skin, platelets activate the formation of a fibrin clot, which serves as a provisional wound matrix for cell migration. Immune cells predominate during the inflammatory phase to remove bacteria and nonviable tissue from the wound bed. Numerous cytokines and growth factors are released to recruit fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and keratinocytes to stabilize the wound and to repair the damaged blood vessels. The inflammatory phase may last from a few days to weeks, and as it subsides with the apoptosis of immune cells, the proliferative phase begins. The proliferative phase is characterized by angiogenesis, tissue granulation, and reepithelialization. Signaling molecules trigger new blood vessels to form, and fibroblasts proliferate to form the ECM. Keratinocytes are then activated and migrate over the injured dermis to cover the wound surface with a layer of epithelium. After epithelial wound closure has been achieved, the remodeling phase begins. The remodeling phase can continue for 6 months to a year or longer. During this time, collagen synthesis and degradation work to reestablish an equilibrium that results in a stable, mature scar. At the end of the wound-healing process, the wound is completely closed; however, the repaired tissue never fully regains the properties of the original tissue structure.

Pathophysiology of wound healing in DFUs

In practical terms, wounds are described as acute wounds if they follow the phases of wound healing, ultimately healing in a matter of several weeks. Chronic, nonhealing wounds, such as DFUs, result when the phases of wound healing are disrupted or incomplete, resulting in wounds that persist for several months or even years. When wounds fail to heal, the goal of treatment is to convert the molecular and cellular environment of a chronic wound bed into that of an acute healing wound, such that the healing can proceed through the normal wound-healing process.

DFUs readily become chronic wounds as a result of many pathophysiologic defects that cause them to be “stuck” in either the inflammatory or proliferative phases. On a clinical level, peripheral neuropathy can result in the loss of protective sensation to the foot, such that the injury goes unnoticed. Arterial insufficiency can further complicate the neuropathic ulcer and impair the healing process. Foot deformity, calluses, and mechanical stress at the wound site have all been implicated in affecting wound healing. Uncontrolled hyperglycemia adversely affects the wound-healing process by promoting infection and altering cellular function. Optimizing glucose control in patients with diabetes is thus
essential, not only as part of good diabetes management but also to improve wound healing in DFUs.

Patients with diabetes may also have an altered immune function contributing to poor wound healing. Studies have shown decreased chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and bacterial killing in the inflammatory phase of wound healing in diabetes. Chronic wounds often have a prolonged inflammatory phase as a result of bacterial bioburden. All chronic wounds contain a bacterial bioburden that can range from free-floating, planktonic microorganisms to a more complex surface-attached clusters of bacteria encased within a protective extracellular polymeric substance (Figure 1). These communities of bacteria, defined as biofilms, differ from their planktonic equivalents in that they show high resistance to antibiotic therapy. Biofilms are implicated in the inability of many wounds to heal, and their formation is extremely common in chronic wounds. An estimated 60%–90% of chronic wounds contain biofilm compared with only 6% of acute wounds. The necrotic tissue and debris help to facilitate bacterial attachment, and an impaired host immune response helps to foster bacterial growth. Sharp surgical debridement is an effective method to remove biofilm. However, even with debridement, biofilm reforms quickly, and it is thus important to follow up debridement with appropriate antibiotics and wound-management products.

Wound healing in patients with diabetes is also impaired as a result of dysfunctional wound cells and imbalances in key cytokines, growth factors, and proteases. Many DFUs appear to stall in the proliferative phase. Cells in chronic wounds, including fibroblasts and keratinocytes, are often morphologically and functionally abnormal. In addition, there is decreased proliferation and abnormal differentiation. There is an increased number of fibroblasts in the nonproliferative state. Further, there appears to be an altered pattern of cytokine appearance and abnormal expression of growth factors in DFUs, resulting in impaired communication and functioning between cell types. Consequently, fibroblasts have been found to have an impaired ability to remodel the ECM, and keratinocytes may not function adequately to reepithelialize the wound. Hyperglycemia alters the balance of expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs),

Figure 1 Schematic representation of polymicrobial biofilm formation.
ie, it specifically increases levels of MMPs and reduces levels of TIMPs, which results in degradation of the ECM.16,27 MMPs are implicated in degrading growth factors and their target-cell receptors, preventing healing.15

**Standard wound-care management in DFUs**

Standard treatment for DFUs includes debridement, infection control, use of moisture dressings, and off-loading high pressure.28 Debridement to remove necrotic tissue, excessive bacterial burden, and dead and senescent cells is a critical component of preparing and maintaining the wound bed, and is widely known to improve the healing potential of the wound. Sharp surgical debridement is the most effective and preferred method of debridement. If there is suspected infection in a debrided wound, cultures should be obtained to determine the wound pathogens, and the appropriate antibiotic treatment should be prescribed. In granulating wounds, topically applied antimicrobials should be used to decrease bacterial levels. Oral or parenteral antibiotics may be needed for more severe infections. There are numerous dressings for the management of DFUs. The goal of these dressings are to maintain a moist wound-healing environment. The clinician should consider the cost, ease of use, and potential for iatrogenic injury and wound-exudate management when selecting a dressing approach. Clinical trials have not yet shown that any one dressing approach is better than another to facilitate the wound-healing process. The use of off-loading techniques is considered one of the most important components of managing DFUs. Many studies provide evidence showing that by reducing pressure and preventing repetitive trauma to the sole of the foot, proper off-loading helps to promote DFU healing and can prevent recurrent ulcers.28 Unfortunately, standard wound care alone is often unsuccessful in completely healing DFUs. It is estimated that approximately 70% of DFUs do not heal by 20 weeks with standard-care therapy.29

A thorough assessment of the patient and the wound is critical at the initial visit, and patients should be followed up weekly.3 The WHS guidelines recommend ongoing and consistent documentation of wound history, recurrence, and characteristics (including location, size, base, exudates, condition of the surrounding skin, staging, and pain) to evaluate wound-bed preparation.28 Obtaining a precise baseline measure of wound size is particularly important, in order to assess response to treatment. If the ulcer is not healing at the expected rate, then the interventions for wound-bed preparation should be reassessed.8,28 Based on the evidence,30–32 the WHS treatment guidelines recommend a change in treatment course if wound-size reduction of at least 50% is not observed after 4 weeks of standard care.28 In the absence of underlying disease or patient nonadherence to prescribed standard treatment (eg, insufficient off-loading), intervention at this point with advanced therapies, such as BLCC, in combination with standard care is appropriate and consistent with typical treatment algorithms (Figure 2). The presence of negative predictors for DFU healing also can aid in identifying a non-healing wound and the potential need to intervene earlier with advanced therapies. For example, larger wounds and longer wound durations are associated with a decreased likelihood of healing. One study found that only 26% of ulcers >4 cm² and >12-month duration healed compared with 43% of ulcers <2 cm² and <6-month duration.33 Other negative predictors include the presence or extent of arterial insufficiency, the degree of neuropathy, ulcer location, presence of Charcot deformity, and the propensity for infection.27 Early intervention with advanced treatment expedites wound healing and leads to better patient care.34,35

**Advanced therapy with BLCC: review of the evidence**

BLCC is an advanced wound care therapy bioengineered to mimic the structure and function of human skin. It is a living, bilayered (ie, dermal and epidermal layer) technology that contains two cell types relevant to healing. The upper epidermal layer contains human keratinocytes that multiply and differentiate to form a stratum corneum barrier, and the basal layer contains keratinocyte stem cells (Figure 3). The keratinocyte stem cells in BLCC are essential to form its differentiated epidermis. In vitro data show that without the keratinocyte stem cells, epidermis formation is significantly impaired.36 The lower layer of the BLCC contains human fibroblasts in an ECM.

The presence of both fibroblasts and keratinocytes in BLCC has been shown in vitro to facilitate the delivery of a broad array of cytokines and growth factors that are often deficient in chronic wounds but integral for normal wound healing (Table 1). The number of signaling molecules produced is actually fewer if only one cell type is present.37,38 In addition, the ECM in BLCC contains TIMPs, which are potent inhibitors of MMPs.39 Increased levels of TIMPs are important to improve the MMP imbalance in chronic wounds. Unlike human skin, BLCC does not contain melanocytes, macrophages, lymphocytes, Langerhans cells, blood vessels, hair follicles, or sweat glands. BLCC does not engraft to the patient, ie, there is no vascularization or integration of BLCC into the wound.40,41 Rather, BLCC serves as a temporary
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Figure 2 Simplified treatment algorithm for DFU treatment.
Notes: The publisher for this copyrighted material is Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. publishers. Copyright © 2015. Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Reproduced from Frykberg RG, Banks J. Challenges in the treatment of chronic wounds. Adv Wound Care. 2015;4(9):560–582.13
Abbreviation: DFU, diabetic foot ulcer.

Figure 3 BLCC is a bioengineered, living cellular technology with two cell types relevant to healing (illustration courtesy of Organogenesis Inc).
Abbreviation: BLCC, bilayered living cellular construct.

barrier function during healing, and by delivering a broad array of signaling molecules, BLCC helps to accelerate the wound-healing process.

A recent study out of the University of Miami evaluated the changes in patients’ healing profiles following BLCC application.42 These were patients with non-healing VLUs with less than 40% area reduction after 4 weeks of conventional therapy. Biopsies were obtained from both the base and the edge of unresponsive VLUs to assess the baseline profile of the chronic wound. Patients were then randomized to BLCC plus conventional therapy or conventional therapy only. At the end of 1 week, biopsies were performed again to evaluate changes in the profile from baseline to day 7. Investigators then compared the new biopsies with biopsies taken of acute healing wounds that were available in their archives. Results showed that BLCC reversed the inflammatory
environment, activated keratinocytes at the wound edge, balanced ECM production and remodeling of the wound base, and regulated and corrected growth-factor signaling. The investigators found that BLCC actually reversed patients’ wounds from a chronic profile to an acute profile.

### Randomized controlled trials

The pivotal trial of BLCC in DFUs was a prospective, randomized controlled clinical trial that recruited patients from 24 US centers. Key inclusion criteria included type 1 or 2 diabetes, age 18 to 80 years, A1c between 6% and 12%, and full-thickness neuropathic ulcers. Ulcers were present on the plantar, medial, or lateral surfaces of the foot for ≥3-week duration. Ulcer size postdebridement had to be 1–16 cm². A total of 208 patients were randomized to treatment with BLCC or conventional therapy with saline-moistened gauze (active control). Both groups also received standard state-of-the-art adjunctive therapy, which included extensive surgical debridement and adequate foot off-loading. The primary end point was complete wound closure, defined as full epithelialization of the wound with the absence of drainage, from baseline to week 12. The study found that significantly more BLCC-treated patients achieved complete wound closure compared with the control group at 12 weeks (56% vs 39%, respectively; \(P=0.0026\)). The odds ratio for complete healing for a BLCC-treated ulcer compared with a control-treated ulcer was 2.14 (95% confidence interval 1.23–3.74). BLCC also accelerated wound closure. Based on Kaplan–Meier estimates, the median time to complete wound closure was 65 days with BLCC compared to 90 days in the control group (\(P=0.0026\)). In the study, patients in the treatment group could have BLCC reapplied at weekly intervals following the initial application, for up to five applications. The average number of BLCC applications was 3.9 per patient (range one to five); 9% of patients required one application, 10% two applications, 13% three applications, 15% four applications, and 53% five applications. Ulcer-recurrence rates were similar for the two treatments at 6 months (5.9% and 12.9%, respectively; not significant). The rate of adverse reactions was similar in both groups. However, osteomyelitis and lower-limb amputations were less frequent in the BLCC-treated group after 6 months.

Similar results were observed in an international multicenter, randomized, controlled trial. To be eligible for the study, patients had to have type 1 or type 2 diabetes, age 18–80 years, adequate glycemic control, and a full-thickness neuropathic ulcer for at least 2 weeks prior to the initial screening visit. Eligible patients were randomized to treatment with BLCC in combination with standard care or standard-care therapy alone. Standard care was consistent with international treatment guidelines, and included sharp debridement, saline-moistened dressings, and off-loading. The primary efficacy end point was the time to complete wound healing, defined as full epithelialization with no drainage. Additional efficacy end points included the incidence of complete healing by 12 weeks and ulcer recurrence at 12 weeks after complete healing. The study included a total of 72 patients who comprised the intent-to-treat population: 33 received treatment with BLCC plus standard care therapy, and 39 received standard care alone. Baseline demographics, duration of diabetes, and duration of target ulcer were similar between treatment groups. On average, patients treated with BLCC received 1.8 applications during the course of the study: 13 of 33 patients required only one application, 15 received two applications, and five received three applications. The mean number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Growth factor/cytokine</th>
<th>Human keratinocytes</th>
<th>Human fibroblasts</th>
<th>BLCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angiogenesis</td>
<td>PDGFA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDGFB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth, development,</td>
<td>IGF1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and differentiation</td>
<td>IGF2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGFβ1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGFβ3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>IL-1α</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferation</td>
<td>TGFβ3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *As measured by mRNA levels; †cells were grown in monolayer cultures; ‡cytokines and growth factors were also detected using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Data from Barrientos et al and Brem et al. Abbreviations: BLCC, bilayered living cellular construct.
debridements throughout the 12-week treatment period was 7.2 in the BLCC group and 8.6 in the control group, although this was not statistically significant ($P=0.168$). Kaplan–Meier curves showed a trend for shorter time to complete healing in the BLCC group compared with the standard-care therapy group ($P=0.059$, log-rank test). The median time to healing was 84 days with BLCC. This data point could not be determined for the standard-care group, because less than 50% of the patients in this treatment arm healed. At 12 weeks, the incidence of complete wound closure was 51.5% (17 of 33) with BLCC and 26.3% (ten of 38) with standard-care therapy alone ($P=0.049$).

It is interesting to note that in both trials, despite BLCC therapy, up to half of patients did not achieve complete wound closure. In the pivotal US trial, patients could receive up to five applications of BLCC over the course of the 12-week study; the mean number of applications was 3.9. Similarly, in the international trial, the study course was 12 weeks, and the mean number of applications was 1.8 during this time frame. It is therefore unknown whether additional patients would have achieved complete wound closure had the study continued beyond week 12 and/or if patients received additional applications of BLCC. There are multiple factors contributing to nonhealing DFUs, and for those patients not adequately responding to advanced treatments, such as BLCC, clinicians should reevaluate and correct any issues that may be impairing progress (eg, excessive bioburden/infection, inadequate perfusion, poor glycemic control).

**Comparative-effectiveness analysis**

BLCC has also been evaluated in a real-world comparative-effectiveness analysis of patients with DFUs. In this analysis, BLCC was compared with a dehydrated amnion–chorion membrane (dHACM; Epifix, MiMedx Group Inc, Marietta, GA, USA) allograft, a collagenous membrane that contains no living cells.45 Data were obtained from a wound care-specific electronic medical record database (Net Health; Pittsburgh, PA, USA) that included patients with DFUs receiving treatment in 2014 at 99 wound-care centers. The analysis considered DFUs between 1 and 25 cm$^2$ with 63 wounds in the dHACM-treatment group. Baseline wound characteristics were similar, including mean wound sizes of 6 and 5.2 cm$^2$, and mean wound durations of 4.4 and 4.6 months for BLCC and dHACM, respectively. However, the number of applications was statistically significantly different between the treatment groups. Wounds treated with BLCC received on average 2.5 applications, whereas wounds treated with dHACM allografts received on average 3.5 applications ($P=0.02$). The estimated incidence of wound closure for BLCC was significantly improved compared with dHACM at 12 weeks (48% vs 28%) and 24 weeks (72% vs 47%) ($P=0.01$). In addition, BLCC treatment significantly improved the median time to DFU wound closure by 49% (13.3 weeks vs 26 weeks, $P=0.01$).

Importantly, results of this comparative-effectiveness analysis were reasonably consistent with those observed in the randomized controlled clinical trials described earlier, and support the efficacy of BLCC in healing wounds in routine clinical practice.45 Although the analysis was not designed to assess costs related to wound-care therapy and outcomes, results may suggest that the faster time to wound healing, higher incidence of wound healing, and lower number of applications with BLCC versus the comparator may have potential cost-saving implications. A recent economic analysis assessed the real-world medical resource utilization and costs of DFUs, comparing BLCC against standard-care therapy. Using Medicare administrative claim data, 502 matched BLCC–standard care patient pairs (matched based on baseline demographics, wound severity, and physician-experience measures) were analyzed for an 18-month period. Compared with their matched standard-care therapy counterparts, BLCC-treated patients incurred more cost for outpatient and physician office visits ($7,100, P<0.01$); however, these increased costs were offset by reductions in lower-limb amputations and other resource use, particularly inpatient services. BLCC-treated patients had a 28% reduction in lower-limb amputations (11.8% vs 16.3% with standard care, $P=0.04$), 32% fewer emergency department visits (4.4 visits vs 6.5 visits, $P<0.0001$), and 33% fewer days hospitalized (10.6 days vs 15.9 days, $P<0.0001$). Overall, during the course of the 18-month follow-up, BLCC was associated with a $5,253 reduction in average per-patient health care cost, suggesting that the use of advanced wound therapy with BLCC may decrease DFU-associated complications and lower overall medical costs through reduced utilization of health care services.

**Case studies**

**DFU with necrosis**

A 52-year-old man with type 2 diabetes on hemodialysis with lower-extremity peripheral arterial disease presented with a right-foot necrotic ulcer present for 216 days (Figure 4A). The fifth metatarsal was exposed with bone infection. Initial treatment consisted of right-leg arthroctomy revascularization,
intravenous antibiotics, partial fifth-metatarsal resection, and extensive ulcer debridement. Wound care after the foot surgery consisted of weekly ulcer sharp debridement and daily papain/urea/chlorophyllin green ointment for 3 months with wound improvement (Figure 4B). After this point, there was no further wound improvement for 1 month using papain/urea/chlorophyllin green ointment. Following revascularization, BLCC was utilized (Figure 4C). After a total of three applications, there was complete healing in 41 days without reoccurrence (Figure 4D). Patient written informed consent was obtained for publication of this case, as well as the use of any patient images.

Diabetic heel ulcer after a dehisced surgical incision
A 39-year-old woman with type 2 diabetes had a benign soft-tissue mass excised by a separate surgeon at the plantar aspect of the heel. The incision progressed to complete incision dehiscence (Figure 5A). The patient had a 15-pack-year smoking history and continued to smoke. Wound-care management consisting of topical antibiotics and dry sterile dressing changes with crutch pressure offloading was attempted first for 35 days without improvement in ulcer size. Wound-bed site preparation with initial application of BLCC was initiated, and there was significant ulcer improvement; see photos of initial (Figure 5B) and subsequent application at day 21 (Figure 5C) of BLCC. Following the final BLCC application at day 58 (Figure 5D), the diabetic ulcer was healed at day 80 (Figure 5E). There was no diabetic ulcer reoccurrence at the patient’s 2-year follow-up. Patient consent was obtained for publication of this case, as well as the use of any patient images.
Summary
Wound healing is a complex process involving a sequence of overlapping but distinct events, including inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling. For proper wound healing, these events must occur with the coordinated efforts of a complex network of cells, their cellular messengers (i.e., cytokines and growth factors), and interaction with the ECM. Patients with diabetes have a number of underlying clinical and pathophysiological defects that impair their immune function, making DFUs readily chronic in nature. The goal of treatment is to convert the chronic wound environment to an acute healing environment. However, only a minority of DFUs heal with standard wound care alone. Most DFUs remain “stalled” in one of the phases of the wound-healing process. Cytokines and growth factors, which are readily present in the wound bed of acute wounds, have been found to be insufficiently present or impaired in chronic nonhealing wounds. Moreover, keratinocytes and fibroblasts, which are critical for reepithelialization of the wound and remodeling of the ECM, are often morphologically and functionally abnormal in chronic wounds.

For chronic nonhealing DFUs, the use of advanced therapy with BLCC is a treatment option. BLCC is a bioengineered living-cell-based technology that is FDA-approved for the treatment of DFUs of greater than 3-week duration. It is a bilayered construct containing living keratinocytes (including keratinocyte stem cells) and fibroblasts in an ECM of collagen and other ECM proteins. The presence of both keratinocytes and fibroblasts in BLCC has been shown to facilitate the delivery of a broad array of cytokines and growth factors often deficient in a chronic wound. A recent study found that BLCC reversed patient wounds from a chronic profile to an acute profile. BLCC has an important body of evidence to support its use in DFUs. Randomized controlled trials demonstrate a greater frequency of complete healing and faster time to healing compared with standard-care therapy alone. A comparative-effectiveness analysis showed greater healing rates and faster time to healing of BLCC compared with an active comparator, and supported its use in the real-world clinical setting. An economic analysis suggests that BLCC may decrease DFU-associated complications and lower overall medical costs through reduced utilization of health care services.
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